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a b s t r a c t

The rational constructions of asymmetric supercapacitors (ASCs) by extending the operating potential 
window has been verified as an effective tactic to break through the energy density of the device. In this 
work, Ti3C2TX @polyaniline (PANI) heterostructure is successfully synthesized by uniformly depositing PANI 
nanorods onto the surface of Ti3C2TX nanosheets through polymer polymerization, then via a low-tem-
perature hydrothermal graphene oxide (GO)-gelation process, Ti3C2TX @PANI is assembled into a three- 
dimensional (3D) porous hydrogel. The resultant Ti3C2TX @PANI-reduced graphene oxide (RGO) hydrogel 
exhibits a high specific capacitance of 617.84 F g−1 at 0.5 A g−1. Separately, a defective reduced graphene 
oxide (DRGO) hydrogel is prepared by a cost-effective cobalt-catalyzed gasification procedure, which shows 
a higher specific capacitance (237.62 F g−1 at 0.5 A g−1) than that of untreated RGO hydrogel (158 F g−1). 
Finally, Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO and DRGO are used as anode and cathode to construct the Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO// 
DRGO ASC device, which features a stable operating voltage (−1.6 to 0.2 V), an ultra-high energy density 
(269.18 Wh kg−1 at 527.72 W kg−1 and 77.90 Wh kg−1 at 12,409.04 W kg−1), and durable cycling property 
(retaining 92.52% capacitance after 10,000 cycles at 10 A g−1). This research emphasizes the extraordinary 
superiority of Ti3C2TX-based structures for the construction of high-energy ASCs.

© 2023 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction

Electrical energy can be stored in two different ways: one is in-
direct, where potentially usable chemical energy is stored in the 
battery by electrochemically active species undergoing a Faradaic 
redox reaction; second is the direct method, which is a non-Faraday 
energy storage process in which positive and negative charges are 
electrostatically stored between the different plates of the capacitor 
[1–3]. Since combustion systems are limited by the thermodynamic 
Carnot cycle, batteries and capacitors involve highly reversible pro-
cesses that convert available chemical energy into free energy, 

resulting in more efficient electrical energy storage [4–6]. The dif-
ference between batteries and capacitors is that the electrodes of 
batteries usually undergo an inherent phase transition during 
charging and discharging, which causes the kinetics and thermo-
dynamics of the reaction to be irreversible, whereas capacitors do 
not have substantial phase transitions [7,8]. Supercapacitors (SCs) 
are a fresh kind of energy storage installation that combines tradi-
tional capacitors with rechargeable batteries, can be categorized into 
electric double-layer capacitors (EDLCs), pseudocapacitors, and ASCs 
[9–12]. EDLCs store charge by enhancing the electrostatic process of 
positive and negative charges attracting each other, and no charge 
transfer occurs between electrode and electrolyte [13,14]. Pseudo-
capacitors store charge by the Faraday process, which involves 
charge transfer between electrode and electrolyte [15–17]. ASCs 
refer to devices based on battery-type anode and capacitive-type 
cathode [18–21].
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The two-dimensional (2D) nanomaterials refer to crystalline 
materials with a thickness of single or multiple atomic layers, whose 
inherent high specific surface area can provide high electric double- 
layer capacitance and huge reaction planes, and corners can provide 
pseudocapacitance [22–24]. In addition, 2D nanomaterials can also 
provide additional reaction sites through loading or surface func-
tional group modification to enhance specific capacity, while 2D 
channels between their sheets can provide rapid ion diffusion rates 
[25–27]. Therefore, 2D nanomaterials have aroused great attention 
in electrochemical energy storage as supercapacitor electrodes 
[28,29]. MXenes are typical 2D nanomaterials, which are also 2D 
transition-metal carbides/nitrides/carbonitrides with the general 
formula Mn+1XnTZ, where M is a transition metal (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, 
Mo, Hf, or Ta), X is carbon and/or nitrogen, n is generally 1–3, and TZ 

is a surface functional group [30–32]. 2D accordion-structured ma-
terials, MXenes, are usually synthesized by a strategy of corroding 
the “A” element from the MAX precursor [33–35]. Up to this point, 
among the successful prepared MXenes family, Ti3C2TX is the most 
deeply researched and most applied widely [36].

However, because of the van der Waals powers, the interlayer 
structures of Ti3C2TX will attract each other, resulting in the stacking 
of interlayer structures and reduced specific surface area, which 
seriously affects their electrochemical performance [37,38]. In order 
to overcome agglomeration, the strategy of synthesizing Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI heterostructures by inserting PANI into the interlayer structure 
of Ti3C2TX can open the interlayer separating to augment the parti-
cular surface region [39–42]. PANI is a polymer capacitor electrode 
material with various structures, good chemical stability, high con-
ductivity and large relative molecular mass, which is polymerized 
from Aniline (ANI) as a monomer [43,44]. Moreover, PANI is also a 
typical π-π conjugated conductive polymer, and its main chain 
contains repeating units of alternating single and double bonds, and 
this molecular structure arrangement can delocalize the anti- 
bonding molecular orbitals of the molecular main chain [45,46]. 
Under the influence of an electric field, PANI undergoes a redox re-
action which is a rapid, reversible doping and dedoping process of p- 
type and n-type elements, during which a large amount of charge is 
stored [47,48]. GO is a sheet-like structure composed of single-atom- 
thick hexagonal units, which is composed of phenolic hydroxyl and 
epoxy functional groups located on the upper and lower surfaces of 
the sheet, and carboxyl and carbonyl groups containing sp2 hy-
bridized carbons mainly at the edge of the sheet [49–52]. Besides, 
the Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel with a 3D porous structure was 
hydrothermally assembled at low temperature [53,54]. Obviously, 
the Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel is a suitable anode material for 
ASCs with remarkable pseudocapacitive property [55–58].

It is well known that due to the interlayer π-π bonds, the RGO 
obtained from chemical reduction of GO will undergo severe ag-
gregation, resulting in the narrowing of ion transport channels and 
destroying the capacitive properties [59]. Through defect en-
gineering with widely distributed mesopores in the surface struc-
ture of RGO, the aggregation of RGO can be suppressed, which 
provides abundant pathways for ion penetration to improve the 
specific capacitance [60,61]. There are three main types of defects in 
graphene: vacancy defects, surface adsorption impurities and topo-
logical defects [62]. And 3D DRGO can be prepared by a strategy of 
using Co particles to catalyze C atoms in contact with the RGO sur-
face to create defects followed by acid wash etching [63]. Obviously, 
DRGO hydrogel has remarkable electric double-layer capacitance 
and is a typical ASC negative electrode material [64–67].

In this work, 3D Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogels were fabricated 
by an efficient method and used as positive electrode for ASCs. This 
Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructures synthesized by chemisorption and 
polymer polymerization process are then assembled into a 3D 
porous cross-linked hydrogel by a GO-assisted self-converging pro-
cess. DRGO hydrogels are synthesized by a Co-catalyzed gasification 

method, which is acted as a negative electrode. The Ti3C2TX @PANI- 
RGO//DRGO ASC device is constructed, and features an expanded 
voltage window of 1.8 V, a maximum energy density of 
269.18 Wh kg−1 at 527.72 W kg−1 and outstanding reversibility 
(92.52% capacitance retention over 10,000 cycles).

2. Experimental section

2.1. Material preparation

2.1.1. Ti3C2TX MXene
The layered Ti3C2TX MXenes were synthesized by purposely 

corroding the Al thickness of the Ti3AlC2 precursor (< 38 µm, 98%) 
[68]. Firstly, dissolve 1 g of LiF (99%) in 20 mL of 9 M HCl (36%) 
aqueous solution, and stir in an ice bath for 1 h and slowly add 1 g of 
Ti3AlC2 powder [69]. Subsequently, the mixture by persistent mag-
netic stirring was reacted at 45 °C for 48 h to etch the Al layer. Then, 
the Ti3C2TX suspension was cleaned 6 times with deionized water 
and absolute ethanol by repeated centrifugation at 5000 rpm 
(10 min per cycle) until the pH reached about 7. The homogeneous 
disperse colloidal solutions of Ti3C2TX were prepared by sonicating 
and centrifuging (5000 rpm) the above product for 2 h under Ar gas 
flow. Finally, Ti3C2TX was obtained by collecting the supernatant and 
freeze-dried.

2.1.2. Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructure
Firstly, 0.2 g Ti3C2TX MXenes were dissolved in 50 mL 2 M HCl 

aqueous solution [70]. Then, after adding 100 mL of ANI (99.5%) to 
the above solution, magnetic stirred at 5 °C for 30 min[71] Subse-
quently, 20 mL of 2 M HCl aqueous solution dissolved with 0.335 g of 
ammonium persulfate (APS, 98.0%) was appended to the above hy-
brid, and it was magnetic stirred at 5 °C for 7 h. The above product 
was sonicated for 1 h and washed several times by centrifugation 
(5000 rpm) in deionized water and absolute ethanol. Finally, clean 
Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructure was synthesized by lyophilization for 
48 h [72]. PANI was synthesized in the identical way without the 
addition of Ti3C2TX [73].

2.1.3. 3D Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel
The synthesis of 3D Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel was performed 

by using a GO-assisted self-convergence strategy at low tempera-
ture. GO was fabricated from natural graphite flakes (90%) by an 
improved Hummers’ method [74]. A GO homogeneous colloidal 
suspension (2 mg mL−1) was prepared by ultrasonication of GO in 
deionized water for 6 h, followed by centrifugation (3800 rpm for 
1 h) to remove thick layers. Then, the Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructure 
particles (8 mg) were dispersed in 2 mL of the gained GO colloid 
solution followed by magnetic stirring for 1 h, and then 8 mg of 
Vitamin C (GO/Vitamin C mass ratio 1:2) was appended for sonica-
tion for 2 h. After hydrothermal process at 90 °C for 6 h, Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI-RGO hydrogel was generated, washed with deionized water 
and ethanol for 5–6 times until pH was about 7. For comparison, RGO 
hydrogel and Ti3C2TX-RGO were synthesized in the identical method 
without PANI [75].

2.1.4. Preparation of DRGO and RGO hydrogels
The homogeneous GO/Co (the mass ratio of GO/Co was 9:1) 

mixture dispersion was achieved by a strategy of vigorously stirring 
and sonicating for 2 h after diffusing 0.2 mg Co particles (99.9%) into 
0.9 mL GO colloidal solution (2 mg mL−1) [76]. The above mixture 
was added with 3.6 mg Vitamin C (the mass ratio of GO/Vitamin C is 
1:2) with mechanical stirring for 30 min, and the resulting solution 
was heated at 90 °C for 6 h to obtain a RGO hydrogel with a 
homogeneous attachment of Co particles on the surface, and then 
oxidized in an air atmosphere of 350 °C for 0.5 h. The cobalt oxide 
was then removed by immersion in the seething concentrated nitric 
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acid solution for 1 h. Finally, the 3D DRGO hydrogels were cleaned 
with deionized water until the pH value is neutral. For comparison, 
RGO hydrogel was prepared in the same method but without Co 
particles.

2.2. Structural characterization

SEM images were tested with a scanning electron microscope 
(SEM, Zeiss, Gemini 300). Structure of the composite fibers was 
analyzed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (JEOL-2100, 
Japan) coupled with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy and 
selective area electron diffraction (SAED). ImageJ software was used 
to determine the distance of the lattice fringes. X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) was performed using an X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku Ultima 
IV, λ = 0.15418 nm), Raman spectroscopy was performed by a Raman 
spectrometer (HORIBA Scientific LabRAM HR Evolution, laser ex-
citation wavelength 532 nm), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) was conducted by a XPS photoelectron spectrometer (Thermo 
Scientific K-Alpha). Thermal analysis (TGA) was measured by a 
thermogravimetric analyzer (TA TGA5500). The N2 ad-
sorption−desorption isotherms of all samples were evaluated using a 
nanometric analyzer (Nanoporosity-XQ, Korea). The specific surface 
areas were estimated using the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) 
model. The Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) model was performed to 
calculate the pore volume and pore size distribution.

2.3. Electrochemistry

Electrochemical tests were performed traditionally in a three- 
electrode system (working electrode, Ag/AgCl reference electrode, 
and Pt foil counter electrode) using a CHI 660B electrochemical 
workstation with 1 M KOH (85.0%) electrolyte. Active materials were 
vacuum-dried at 70 °C for 48 h and then soaked in 1 M KOH elec-
trolyte for 36 h to accomplish electrolyte balance. Owing to good 
mechanical property, these as-prepared hydrogels can be used as 
electrodes without binder with the active material loading of about 
1.0 mg. According to the GCD curves, the specific capacitance (C, F 
g−1) can be calculated by the equation (1): C = It/mU, where I (A) is 
the electric current, t (s) is the discharge time, m (g) is the mass of 
the active material of the electrode and U (V) is the potential 
window.

2.4. ASC device

The free-standing Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO//DRGO ASC device was 
constructed by using Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel as anode and 
DRGO hydrogel as cathode. The ASC device balances the relative 
masses of the anode and cathode through the conservation of po-
sitive and negative charges and is tested in a two-electrode frame-
work. Considering the electrochemical reactions of the positive and 
negative electrodes at the same time can achieve the best perfor-
mance, so the mass of the positive electrode needs to match the 
negative electrode to achieve charge conservation. And the calcula-
tion of the charge balance is calculated by the equation (2): Q = CVm; 
Q+ = Q-; m+/m- = C-V-/C+V+, where Q+ and Q- refer to the charge stored 
at the anode and cathode, C+ and C- is the specific capacitance of the 
anode and cathode in three-electrode system, V+ and V- represent 
the potential window, and m+ and m- stand for the active material 
mass in the anode and cathode, respectively.

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Structure and electrochemical characteristics of anode material

The layered Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructures synthesis approach 
is depicted in Fig. 1a. First, the surface of Ti3C2TX nanosheets was 

uniformly decorated with organic ANI monomers via chemisorption. 
The ANI was then placed in an ice bath and polymerized via che-
mical oxidation with the help of an initiator. The reaction procedure 
can be divided into three stages, chain induction and initiation 
period, chain growth period and chain termination period. The 
dimer was formed in the first stage, and then the polymerization 
entered the second stage. The reaction began to accelerate itself, the 
precipitation appeared rapidly, and the system give out heat a lot, 
which was further accelerated to the third stage. Finally, ANI 
monomers were polymerized into PANI nanorods, and the Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI heterostructure could be obtained in acidic medium.

Fig. 1b displays that Ti3C2TX MXene has a 2D layered accordion 
structure, but due to the existence of molecular forces, the interlayer 
structures attract each other and lead to tight packing. From Fig. 1c, 
one can see that the main body of the synthesized PANI is in the 
shape of nanorods, and a small part is in the shape of nanosheets, 
which strongly verifies the reliability of the polymerization of ANI 
into PANI by chemical oxidation. Moreover, the PANI synthesized 
according to this strategy exhibits dark green color at the macro-
scopic level, which belongs to the PANI in the highly conductive 
state, and the electrochemical performance is obviously higher than 
that of the black eigenstate PANI. In Fig. 1d, dense PANI nanorods is 
grown on the interlayer structure of Ti3C2TX, which significantly 
enlarges the interlayer spacing and expands the specific surface area. 
In Fig. 1e, the Ti3C2TX nanosheets exhibit a thin wrinkled 2D planar 
structure, while the structure in Fig. 1f has many larger granular 
structure, which is mainly from PANI nanorods. It is shown that the 
Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructures have layered structures, and the 
surface and interlayer structures of Ti3C2TX are homogeneously de-
posited by dense nanorod-like PANI, manifesting that the compo-
nents are tightly assembled together microscopically.

The HRTEM research is shown in Fig. 1g, a group of obvious lat-
tice stripes with a lattice fringe spacing of 0.37 nm is displayed. 
Because PANI is not a crystal of strict standard, it is difficult to show 
lattice stripes. Therefore, it is obvious that this group of lattice 
stripes belongs to Ti3C2TX and is within the range of crystal plane 
spacing of Ti3C2TX. The SAED pattern (Inset in Fig. 1g) reveals three 
strong rings attributing to 0.25, 0.15, and 0.13 nm crystal plane 
spacing, and can be separately signed with (111), (220), and (311) 
crystal planes. HRTEM and SAED analysis results are conformed with 
Ti3C2TX, which further confirms the successful preparation of 
Ti3C2TX. Fig. 1a-g show the layering Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructures 
have close aspectant contact between Ti3C2TX and PANI, which can 
supply rich channels for ion transport, as well as provide stable 
mechanical property, thus producing good electrochemical perfor-
mance. More structural details of the heterostructure were gained by 
EDX analysis. C, N, O, and Ti elements contained in Ti3C2TX @PANI 
heterostructures were easily identified (Fig. S1a, Supporting 
Information), and the characteristic N element mainly derived from 
PANI accounted for 3.65% (Fig. S1a inset, Supporting Information). It 
can be seen from the corresponding element distribution diagram 
(Fig. S1b, Supporting Information) where these components are 
evenly distributed in the heterostructure, which confirms the effi-
cient combination of PANI nanorods and Ti3C2TX nanosheets.

The crystal phases and molecular structures of the Ti3C2TX, PANI, 
and Ti3C2TX @PANI were investigated using XRD pattern and Raman 
spectroscopy. Fig. 2a displays that the XRD spectra of Ti3C2TX, PANI, 
and Ti3C2TX @PANI. The strong peaks at 18°, 30.2°, 35.9°, 60.5°, and 
72.3° in the Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructure (blue curve) are derived 
from (111), (220), (111), and (311) lattice of Ti3C2TX (red curve, JCPDS 
71–0298). And characteristic peaks corresponding to PANI (green 
curve) about at 15.3°, 19.2°, 25.4°, and 29.1° can be seen in the curve 
of the Ti3C2TX @PANI. In addition, in the heterostructure, the char-
acteristic diffraction peak corresponding to Ti3C2TX at 30.2° and 
35.9° broadens and moves to a lower angle, which indicates that the 
insertion of PANI nanorods into Ti3C2TX nanosheets broadens the 
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interlayer spacing of Ti3C2TX, and effectively inhibiting the dense 
stacking of Ti3C2TX. According to the Raman spectrum in Fig. 2b, 
Raman peaks of Ti3C2TX (red curve) and Ti3C2TX @PANI (Blue curve) 
located in 283, 423, and 614 cm−1, attributing to Ti-C vibrating key. 
At the same time, the Raman spectrum of PANI (green curve) and 
Ti3C2TX @PANI (Blue curve) heterostructures show characteristic 
peaks at 1180, 1338, and 1495 cm−1, respectively, attributing to C-H 
bending of quinoid ring, C-N stretching of benzenoid and C-N 
stretching of quinoid. Furthermore, no additional peaks were de-
tected, which further confirmed that PANI nanorods were homo-
geneously deposited on the entire surface of Ti3C2TX.

The elemental compositions and chemical bonding states of the 
samples were analyzed by XPS spectra. From Fig. 2c and d, we can 

see that the photoelectron lines located at about 284, 399, 459, and 
530 eV of the layered Ti3C2TX nanosheets and Ti3C2TX @PANI het-
erostructure can be separately caused by C, N, Ti, and O elements. 
Moreover, it can be detected that after PANI was deposited on the 
outside of Ti3C2TX nanosheets, the intensity of characteristic peak 
corresponding to N 1 s increased significantly. Since the N element is 
mainly derived from the conducting polymer PANI, this strongly 
indicates that there are obviously PANI nanorods in the Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI heterostructure samples.

Fig. 2e-h show the corresponding elemental spectra of Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI heterostructure. In Fig. 2e, the C 1 s electron can be scanned 
with high resolution to find four peaks at 283, 284.4, 285.9, and 
288.1 eV, respectively attributing to C-Ti, C-C, C-N, and C]O. In the N 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the synthesis process of Ti3C2TX @PANI. SEM images of (b) Ti3C2TX, (c) PANI, and (d) Ti3C2TX @PANI. TEM images of (e) Ti3C2TX, (f) Ti3C2TX @PANI. 
(g) HRTEM image of Ti3C2TX @PANI, with corresponding SAED pattern is in the inset.
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1 s spectrum (Fig. 2f), N-Ti, -N = , -NH-, and -N+- are located at 398.1, 
398.9, 399.9, and 401.5 eV, respectively. Moreover, the peaks of N-Ti, 
-N = , -NH-, and -N+- are mainly from the PANI produced by the 
polymerization of ANI monomers containing amino groups, in-
dicating the successful occurrence of polymer polymerization. The 
adsorption process of microscopic electron transfer, exchange and 
sharing between adsorbate and adsorbent is called chemisorption, 
which is characterized by the formation of new adsorption chemical 
bonds. Since C and Ti elements come from Ti3C2TX nanosheets, and N 
elements come from PANI nanorods, the occurrence of peaks of C-N 
bond (Fig. 2e) and N-Ti bond (Fig. 2f) not only proves that PANI 
nanorods are firmly chemisorbed on Ti3C2TX nanosheets to form new 
chemical bonds, but also reflects their strong chemical adsorption. 
These results demonstrate that the intercalation strategy of inserting 
PANI nanorods into the interlayer structure of Ti3C2TX nanosheets is 
not only feasible but also effective. In the O 1 s spectrum (Fig. 2g), 
the peaks are deconvoluted into 531.3 (C-O) and 533 eV (C]O) 

respectively due to the bonding of O and C. Fig. 2h shows the 
spectrum of Ti 2p, which corresponds to Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2 P1/2 (451.9 
and 458.5 eV), Ti-C 2p3/2 and Ti-C 2 P1/2 (454.4 and 460.7 eV), Ti-N 
2p3/2 and Ti-N 2p1/2 (455.9 and 462.4 eV), Ti4+ 2p3/2 and Ti4+ 2p1/2 

(458.6 and 464.6 eV). These results not only verified the preparation 
of the composite, but also show the strong chemical adsorption 
between PANI nanorods and Ti3C2TX nanosheets.

A general view of the reaction to generate the Ti3C2TX @PANI- 
RGO heterostructure hydrogel as shown in Fig. 3a. The Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI heterostructures were fitted into the 3D porous cross-linked 
hydrogel by a low-temperature hydrothermal self-assembly tactic 
assisted by the strong gelling cross-linking agent GO. Given that 
Ti3C2TX nanosheets are easily oxidized under high temperature hy-
drothermal treatment, a mild temperature hydrothermal strategy 
was chosen to avoid terrible oxidization and structural degeneration 
of Ti3C2TX. At the same time, Vitamin C was selected as the reducing 
agent, avoiding explosive reducing agents such as hydrazine hydrate. 

Fig. 2. (a) XRD patterns and (b) Raman scattering spectra of Ti3C2TX, PANI, and Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructure. XPS spectra of (c) Ti3C2TX and (d) Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructure. 
High-resolution spectra of Ti3C2TX @PANI heterostructure: (e) C 1 s, (f) N 1 s, (g) O 1 s, and (h) Ti 2p electrons.
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During the low-temperature hydrothermal self-assembly process, 
the RGO nanosheets obtained by the reduction of GO with Vitamin C 
were interconnected with the surface oxygen-containing groups of 
Ti3C2TX to form 3D Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel. As shown in 
Fig. 3b, the Ti3C2TX @PANI/GO (66.7%/33.3% mass fraction, respec-
tively) mixed colloidal solution precursor reacted at 90 °C to form 3D 
hydrogel. XRD patterns of Ti3C2TX @PANI powder (black curve) and 
Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel (red curve) in Fig. 3c show that after 
inserting RGO between Ti3C2TX @PANI, the half-peak width of mul-
tiple diffraction peaks in Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogels became 
wider, and the peak positions shifted to the left.

N2 adsorption/desorption tests display that the aggregation of 
Ti3C2TX @PANI powder was effectively inhibited. Fig. 3d reveals the 

N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm of the Ti3C2TX @PANI powder, 
and it can be found that the adsorption-desorption isotherm crosses 
phenomenon on account of its small specific surface area. The very 
low adsorption volume of Ti3C2TX @PANI powder in the medium 
pressure range indicates that there are no obvious mesopores, while 
the curve rises in the low-pressure range indicates a certain amount 
of micropores. In contrast, the adsorption isotherm of Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI-RGO hydrogel rapidly increased in the range of relatively 
medium and low pressure and appeared a hysteresis loop, which 
was a typical type IV isotherm, indicating the presence of meso-
porous (Fig. 3e). There is an obvious H2-type hysteresis loop in the 
relative pressure range of 0.1–1.0, indicating that the pore size dis-
tribution is uniform, and the pore shape structure is complex. The 

Fig. 3. (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of 3D Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel. (b) Photos of a Ti3C2TX @PANI/GO colloid before and after treatment at 90 °C. (c) XRD patterns 
of Ti3C2TX @PANI and Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel. N2 adsorption-desorption analysis of (d) Ti3C2TX @PANI powder and (e) Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel.
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SSA of the Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel calculated according to the 
BET method is 264.79 m2 g−1, which is about 60 times that of the 
Ti3C2TX @PANI powder (4.86 m2 g−1).

It can be seen in Fig. 3d inset that the main distribution of the 
Ti3C2TX @PANI powder has a micropore size of 1.72 nm and a me-
sopore size of 2.04 nm, while the pore volume and mesopore size are 
0.0103 cm3 g−1 and 11.17 nm, respectively. Meanwhile, the pore size 
distribution of Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO heterostructure hydrogel is 
shown in Fig. 3e inset, the main distribution of mesopore pore size is 
2.06, 2.83, 3.57, 7.75, and 20.39 nm, the pore volume and mesopore 
pore size are 1.1843 cm3 g−1, 23.95 nm, respectively. From Fig. 3d and 
e inset, we can see that the Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO heterostructure 
hydrogel has a larger pore volume than the Ti3C2TX @PANI powder 
(the ordinate differs by an order of magnitude), and in the mesopore 
range (2–50 nm) are more distributed. Above results suggest that 3D 
porous hydrogels with stochastic open pores and filmy pore walls 
built from Ti3C2TX @PANI and RGO are beneficial for alleviating ag-
gregation, making better use of high conductivity and providing 
more accessible field of practical application of active substances.

The capacitance characteristics was then tested in the potential 
range of − 1.0–0.0 V. 3D Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel with high 
mechanical strength can be directly used as an independent SCs 
electrode, which excludes the interference of inert binders and 
conductive agents. CV plots of RGO, Ti3C2TX-RGO, and Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI-RGO hydrogel electrodes in a three-electrode system with 1 M 
KOH at 10 mV s−1 as shown in Fig. 4a. All the CV curves are quasi- 
rectangular, and the CV curves of the hydrogel electrodes show a 
larger integrated area (about 3.37 times that of RGO and 2.62 times 
that of Ti3C2TX-RGO), indicating that the former has better capaci-
tance performance and faster charge-discharge characteristics. Fur-
thermore, obvious redox peaks appeared in the CV curves of the 
Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel, indicating a reversible redox reaction 
during the charge and discharge process in PANI. When the working 
voltage is at a low value, PANI is in a fully reduced state, called 
leucoemeraldine (LE); when the working voltage moves to a position 
of a large value, LE is partially oxidized and its structure becomes an 
emeraldine (EM) structure; when the working voltage moves further 
to the position where the value is larger, EM is further oxidized to a 
fully oxidized state pernigraniline (PE). In the wide working voltage 
range, PANI typically undergoes 3 redox reactions, including the 
redox transition between the fully reduced state (insulating) and 
protonated EM (conducting), the transition between benzoquinone 
and hydroquinone, and the redox transition between EM and fully 
oxidized state. When PANI switches between different redox states, 
the reversible ion doping process occurs by a pseudocapacitive 
process of energy storage and release. The hydrogel electrode dis-
plays the synergistic effect of electric double layer capacitance and 
pseudocapacitance, which possesses both the high specific capaci-
tance of pseudocapacitors and the stability of circulation of electric 
double layer capacitance.

Fig. 4b displays the CV curves of the Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO het-
erostructure hydrogel electrode at 5–50 mV s−1. All CV plots exhibit a 
rectangle-like shape, and as the potential scan rate increases, the 
shape is not appreciably distorted even at ultra-high scan rates, 
exhibiting remarkable capacitance characteristics. The charge sto-
rage capabilities of the electrodes were further analyzed by mea-
suring the GCD plots at of 1 A g−1 (Fig. 4c). One can see that the 
Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO electrode exhibits a longer discharge time, and 
the specific capacitance (374.17 F g−1) is clearly higher than those of 
Ti3C2TX-RGO (136.50 F g−1) and RGO (124.30 F g−1). This reveals the 
enhanced charge storage performance of gelled Ti3C2TX @PANI by 
the highly conductive 3D RGO framework, which agrees well with 
the CV data. Furthermore, all GCD plots of those electrodes are 
quasi-triangular, which indicates the joint contribution of the EDLC 
of Ti3C2TX and RGO and the pseudocapacitance of PANI.

As shown in Fig. 4d, in the current density range of 0.5–10 A g−1, 
no apparent IR drop in GCD measurements of Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO 
hydrogel is found, showing rapid electron transfer and electrolyte 
ion diffusion in the electrode sheet. In addition, the slopes of all GCD 
curves are almost steep during charging and rather gentle during 
discharging, indicating a good charge-discharge stability, and an 
excellent performance for rapid charging and long-lasting discharge. 
As shown in Fig. 4e, the specific capacitances of RGO, Ti3C2TX-RGO 
and Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO decreased with increasing current densities. 
Compared to RGO, Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO has good rate performance at 
current densities of 2–10 A g−1, while at 0.5–1 A g−1 it has a high 
specific capacitance at the current density. Fig. 4f shows that the 
specific capacitance of heterostructure hydrogel is as high as 
617.84 F g−1 at 0.5 A g−1, and retains a specific capacitance of 
135.10 F g−1 at 10 A g−1. Although the specific capacitance of Ti3C2TX 

@PANI-RGO at high current density is still considerable, it has a non- 
negligible decline compared with the specific capacitance at low 
current density, and the overall rate performance has not met ex-
pectations. The following work needs to focus on developing effec-
tive strategies to improve the charge/discharge capacity of the 
hydrogel electrode when working at high current densities. As 
shown in Table 1, the hydrogel electrode displays a higher specific 
capacitance than electrodes which based on MXene, etc.

Fig. 4 g displays the EIS results for the samples (the inset is the 
equivalent circuit). We can detect that the semicircular shapes of 
RGO, Ti3C2TX-RGO, and Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogels are similar, 
with calculated Rct (Reaction resistance, that is, the interface charge 
transfer resistance in the reaction) of 4.39, 1.77, and 1.47 Ω, respec-
tively, indicating the sequential enhancement of electron transfer 
kinetics. Furthermore, the Rs (internal resistance) of RGO, Ti3C2TX- 
RGO, and Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogels are 2.90, 1.94, and 0.35 Ω, 
respectively. This indicates that the gelation of Ti3C2TX @PANI indeed 
enhances the electrical conductivity of the heterostructure, which 
echoes the aforementioned larger specific surface area and more 
mesopores. Notably, the slope of the linear segment of Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI-RGO is larger than that of Ti3C2TX @PANI, indicating increas-
ingly capacitive nature of the former. In the Ragone plot (Fig. 4 h), 
Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO exhibits the supreme energy density of 
85.81 Wh kg−1 at 509.35 W kg−1, and even at 12,062.73 W kg−1, it still 
retains 18.76 Wh kg−1. Cycling stability, a crucial indicator for eval-
uating the performance of SCs, which was tested by continuous 
10,000 charge-discharge processes at a current density of 10 A g−1. 
From Fig. 4i, one can see that more than 90.74% of the capacitance of 
Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hydrogel is preserved (89.46% for RGO and 
88.14% for Ti3C2TX-RGO) and the GCD curves don’t change obviously, 
suggesting that the heterostructure hydrogel has the advantages of 
low leakage current and the stability of circulation.

3.2. Structure and electrochemical characteristics of cathode materials

Because of the good conductivity, abundant mesoporous struc-
ture, and high specific surface area, defect-rich RGO has been con-
sidered as an ideal cathode material for ASCs. In this study, a defect- 
rich RGO hydrogel was synthesized through a multi-step co-catalytic 
gasification strategy outlined in Fig. 5a, first reducing a homo-
geneously mixed solution of RGO and Co particles, followed by 
catalytic gasification to create cavities, and finally washing with 
boiling concentrated nitric acid. In the SEM tests, it can be detected 
that the RGO nanosheets show a wrinkled morphology (Fig. 5b), and 
the cross-linked configuration can be clearly seen; on the basis of the 
above morphology, 3D DRGO has clear mesoporous characteristics 
and uniformly distributed pores (Fig. 5c and d). The micro-
topography was deeply discussed by TEM tests, RGO and DRGO re-
veal a layered, curled, and paper-like constructure. It can be seen 
that the graphitic structure of RGO surface is relatively complete 
before the patterning process (Fig. 5e); after co-catalytic gasification 
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and acid etching, a good deal of cavities are distributed on DRGO 
surface (Fig. 5f and g). Fig. 5 reflects that through defect engineering, 
DRGO not only retains the stable graphitic structure like RGO, but 
also distributes a large number of pores uniformly. Thus, the thermal 
stability of DRGO is not reduced, and its larger specific surface area 
can provide higher specific capacitance.

The structural changes of RGO and DRGO were verified by XRD 
and Raman spectroscopy surveys. The XRD patterns as shown in 
Fig. 6a, diffraction peaks at 2θ = 25.04° and 43.06° of RGO are as-
signed to the graphitic (002) and (100) carbon layers (JCPDS 
75–1621), respectively, while in DRGO, the half-peak width becomes 
wider as it moves to the left (2θ = 23.68° and 42.99°). This shows 

Fig. 4. (a) CV profiles of the electrodes at 10 mV s−1. (b) CV curves of Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO at 5–50 mV s−1. (c) GCD plots of the electrodes at 1 A g−1. (d) GCD profiles of Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI-RGO. (e) Specific capacitance of the electrodes at different current densities. (f) Specific capacitances vs. various current densities profiles of Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO. (g) Nyquist 
impedance plots of the electrodes, with the equivalent circuit shown in the insert. (h) Ragone plot of Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO. (i) Cycling stability of the electrodes tested at 10 A g−1 

over 10,000 cycles.

Table 1 
Comparison of charge storage capacity of existing SCs based on MXenes, conductive polymer, and carbon electrodes. 

Materials Electrolyte Specific capacitance Current density or Scan rate Ref.

S-MXene/HG0.05 1 M H2SO4 446 F g−1 2 mV s−1 [24]
MX-HGH20 1 M H2SO4 415 F g−1 1 A g−1 [27]
V2CTX simulating seawater solution 91.3 F g−1 1 A g−1 [29]
PrGO/HKUST-1 1 M KCl/PVA 360.5 F g−1 5 mV s−1 [40]
rGO/Zn-MOF@PANI 1 M H2SO4 372 F g−1 0.1 A g−1 [41]
rGO/Cu-MOF@PANI 1 M H2SO4 276 F g−1 0.5 A g−1 [42]
ZIF-8/PANI PVA–1 M H2SO4 Gel 395.4 F g−1 0.2 A g−1 [44]
PAN/γ-CD-MOF carbon 1 M H2SO4 283.3 F g−1 0.5 A g−1 [46]
Cu-MOF-rGO 1 M Na2SO4 366.6 F g−1 1 A g−1 [51]
ZrO2/C PVA/1 M 1 M H2SO4 241.5 F g−1 1 A g−1 [52]
Ti3C2Tx @PANI-RGO 1 M KOH 617.84 F g−1 0.5 A g−1 This work
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that, compared with RGO, DRGO can better suppress the stacking of 
carbon layers. Fig. 6b shows the corresponding Raman spectra of 
RGO and DRGO. It can be seen that the D peak located near 
1350 cm−1 represents the sp2 site, the G peak located near 1586 cm−1 

represents the E2 g vibrational mode in the aromatic carbocyclic ring 
and the 2D peak near 2697 cm−1 represents the out-of-plane mode 
of the aromatic carbocyclic ring. Since the D peak attributes to the 
disordered sp2 carbon induced by attachment to the sp3 carbon 
atom, it does not appear in the perfect graphitic structure. Hence, 
the D and G peak intensity ratio of DRGO (ID/IG = 1.15) is significantly 
larger than that of RGO (ID/IG = 0.92), confirming that the former has 
more structural defects.

Fig. 6c and d depict the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms for 
RGO and DRGO. The original RGO isotherm is a type II isotherm with 
a rapidly rising curve under low relative pressure, with a certain 
amount of macropore distribution (Fig. 6c). As a comparison, DRGO 
shows the characteristic hysteresis loop of the type IV isotherm in 

the intermediate relative pressure range, which is attributed to the 
formation of mesopores (Fig. 6d). The hysteresis loop of RGO belongs 
to the H1 type, showing that a uniform pore size distribution and a 
regular pore shape. The calculated BET SSA of the DRGO is 78.73 m2 

g−1, markedly higher than that (31.97 m2 g−1) of pristine RGO. In 
Fig. 6e, one can see that the main distribution mesopore size of RGO 
is 3.44 and 35.12 nm, the macropore size is 186.00 nm, while the 
main pore size is 3.44 nm. Meanwhile, the pore size distribution of 
the 3D DRGO hydrogel is shown in Fig. 6f, the main distribution of 
mesopore pore size is 3.42, 7.79, 17.56, and 30.86 nm, while the main 
pore size is 3.42 nm. Compared to Fig. 6e and f, the 3D DRGO hy-
drogel has a larger pore volume than the RGO (the ordinate differs by 
an order of magnitude), and it is in the mesopore range (2–50 nm) 
and is more widely distributed, which suggest that 3D DRGO is 
beneficial to alleviate aggregation.

The TGA profiles of the samples are shown in Fig. 7a, and RGO 
and DRGO end up with 72.67% and 48.23% of the weight remaining, 

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic diagram for the synthesis process of DRGO hydrogel. SEM images of (b) RGO and (c) DRGO. (d) Zoom-in view of dashed region in (c). TEM images of (e) RGO 
and (f) DRGO. Enlarged TEM image (g) is cropped from the area in (f).
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respectively. Before about 260.93 °C, RGO and DRGO had similar 
weight loss, and after that, RGO has a sharper curve decline than 
RGO, indicating a better thermal stability of DRGO. This is because 
that the unstable groups on the edge of RGO that are easy to absorb 
water will be easily decomposed at high temperature, while DRGO 
can dissociate these groups after the reaction of high temperature 
and washing step, significantly improving its own thermal stability. 
The capacitive performances of these samples were compared by CV, 
GCD, and EIS. CV plots of RGO and DRGO at 10 mV s−1 are quasi- 
rectangular as displayed in Fig. 7b. Compared with the RGO elec-
trode, DRGO electrode has a larger integration area (about 2.86 times 
than that of RGO), reflecting a larger charge storage and a more 
stable charge-discharge process. Fig. 7c exhibits the CV plots of 
DRGO electrode at 5, 10, 20, and 50 mV s−1. These CV plots display a 
rectangular shape and there is no clear distortion as increasing scan 
rates, showing excellent capacitive properties. The capacitance 
characteristics of RGO and DRGO was deeply assessed by GCD 

measurements at a unified current density of 1 A g−1. In Fig. 7d, one 
can see that the specific capacitance (237.62 F g−1) of the DRGO hy-
drogel is much larger than that of RGO, which indicates that the 
formation of defects through the Co catalyzed gasification treatment 
can improve the charge storage performance.

In Fig. 7e, GCD curves of DRGO hydrogel have no obvious IR drop 
from 0.5–10 A g−1, revealing good capacitive property. Additionally, 
GCD curve of DRGO is triangular-like and steep during charging and 
gentle during discharging, indicating that it takes short time to 
charge and long time to discharge. These results in Fig. 7b-e imply 
that the DRGO hydrogel electrodes exhibit typical highly reversible 
EDLCs properties. Fig. 7f displays the specific capacitance as a 
function of current density for RGO and DRGO. DRGO has high 
specific capacitances of 237.62 F g−1 at 0.5 A g−1 (158.27 F g−1 at 
10 A g−1, 66.60% retention), while RGO retains only 17.42% of the 
capacitance. Moreover, the defect structure would not reduce the 
conductivity of DRGO.

Fig. 6. Spectral characteristics of RGO and DRGO: (a) XRD patterns. (b) Raman spectrum. (c, d) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms. (e, f) Pore size distribution. 
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From Nyquist plot in Fig. 7g (the inset is the equivalent circuit 
diagram), it can be seen that the Rct (1.70 Ω) and Rs (1.86 Ω) of the 
DRGO hydrogel are lower compared with that of RGO, and a more 
vertical line, indicating that the electrochemical impedance of the 
DRGO hydrogel is lower and the capacitance is better. Furthermore, 
this indicates that catalytic gasification occurs only on carbon in-
teracting with CoOX particles, while the basic structures and re-
markable electrical conductivity of graphitic carbon are preserved. In 
Fig. 7h, the DRGO displays a supreme energy density of 33.00 Wh 
kg−1 at 503.42 W kg−1, and at 11,145.79 W kg−1, it also keeps 
21.98 Wh kg−1. Subsequently, the cycling property of these elec-
trodes was tested at 10 A g−1 by repeated GCD process (Fig. 7i). The 
DRGO electrode exhibited a much higher capacitance retention rate 
of 98.89% than that of RGO electrode after 10,000 cycles, indicating a 
better long-term stability of DRGO electrode.

3.3. Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO//DRGO ASC

To research the energy storage applications of the active mate-
rials for SCs, an ASC device was constructed by using the Ti3C2TX @ 
PANI-RGO hydrogel as anode, DRGO hydrogel as cathode, along with 
a porous polymer membrane as the separator (Fig. 8a). It is well 
known that the device exhibits the best electrochemical 

performance when the charges of anode and cathode are conserved. 
Thus, the weight ratio of Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO to DRGO was about 
1:2.7 (total of the active materials is approximately 3.70 mg). In 
Fig. 8b, the potential window of Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO electrode was 
− 0.8–0.2 V, while the voltage range of DRGO electrode was − 1.6 to 
− 0.6 V, which greatly determines the voltage window of the Ti3C2TX 

@PANI-RGO//DRGO ASC device. Fig. 8c exhibits CV profiles of the ASC 
device within voltage ranges (−1.0 to 0.0 V, −1.2 to 0.0 V, −1.4 to 0.0 V, 
−1.6 to 0.0 V, −1.6 to 0.2 V, −1.6 to 0.4 V, and −1.8 to 0.2 V) at 
50 mV s−1. Significantly, CV profiles are not closed or crossed within 
the working voltages are − 1.6–0.4 and − 1.8–0.8 V, respectively 
(shown in the two dotted boxes), while the CV curve is still not 
deformed when the voltage window is − 1.6–0.2 V, indicating the 
operating voltage of the device will be stably expanded to 1.8 V. 
Typical CV plots of the device (Fig. 8d), in which distinct redox peaks 
appear caused by the invertible Faraday reaction.

The pseudocapacitive property of this kind of the Ti3C2TX @PANI- 
RGO//DRGO ASC electrode material is likewise reflected in the GCD 
curves (Fig. 8e), and which shows similar curvatures. Moreover, 
there are no evident IR drops in GCD curve, and the quasi-right- 
angled triangle once again confirms the excellent performance of the 
Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO//DRGO ASC device with short charging time and 
long discharging time. In Fig. 8 f, the specific capacitance of the ASC 

Fig. 7. (a) TG-analysis of the samples. Capacitive characterizations of the samples: (b) CV plots at 10 mV s−1. (c) CV plots of DRGO at 5–50 mV s−1. (d) GCD plots at 1 A g−1. (e) GCD 
plots of DRGO at 0.5–10 A g−1. (f) Rate capabilities based on GCD plots. (g) Nyquist plots (insert shows the equivalent circuit). (h) Ragone plot of DRGO. (i) Cycling stability.
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device was valuated from the GCD profiles, which are 598.18 F g−1 at 
0.5 A g−1 and 173.11 F g−1 at 10 A g−1. Thus, outstanding performance 
could be due to the matching of capacitances and the balance of 
rapid redox kinetics. As shown in the Ragone diagram (Fig. 8g), the 
device shows an ultra-high energy density of 269.18 Wh kg−1 at 
527.72 W kg−1 and retained 77.90 Wh kg−1 at 12,409.04 W kg−1. It is 
obviously found that the Ragone curve of the ASC is much higher 
than the confidence interval of the Ragone curve of similar ASCs, 
indicating that this ASC has a much higher energy density than si-
milar ASCs [18–20,77–83]. The ultrahigh energy density exhibited by 
Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO//DRGO ASC verifies the feasibility of increasing 
the energy density by expanding the potential window. As shown in 
Fig. 8 h, the cycling stability of the device was probed over 10,000 
times and retained 92.52% of the initial capacitance and the final 
GCD curve is basically the same shape as the initial GCD curve 
(Fig. 8 h inset), indicating remarkable cycling stability.

4. Conclusion

In brief, 3D porous cross-linked Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO hetero-
structure hydrogel was prepared through a simple tactic. By 

chemical adsorption and polymer polymerization, the rod-like 
polymer material PANI was anchored onto the surface of the 2D 
Ti3C2TX substrate with high conductivity, forming Ti3C2TX @PANI 
heterostructure. Then, the composite was assembled with RGO into 
a 3D porous framework by a GO-assisted self-converging strategy at 
low temperature. The 3D cross-linked structures effectively suppress 
the agglomeration of Ti3C2TX @PANI, resulting in a high specific ca-
pacitance up to 617.84 F g−1 at 0.5 A g−1. At the same time, the cata-
lytic gasification of Co particles can generate defects for the RGO 
hydrogel synthesized by the low temperature hydrothermal treat-
ment, and then through acid washing, the 3D layered DRGO with 
abundant and uniform surface pores can be prepared. The DRGO 
hydrogels exhibit a specific capacitance of 237.62 F g−1 at 0.5 A g−1 

and 158.27 F g−1 (66.61% retention) at 10 A g−1. Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO 
hydrogel and DRGO hydrogel were used as anode and cathode to 
construct an ASC device with a voltage range of 1.8 V, and the Ti3C2TX 

@PANI-RGO//DRGO ASC device shows an ultra-high energy density 
of 269.18 Wh kg−1 at 527.72 W kg−1 and even retained an energy 
density of 77.90 Wh kg−1 at 12,409.04 W kg−1. Furthermore, the 
92.52% capacitance since 10,000 cycles at 10 A g−1, which reveals a 
durable cycling stability of the device. This paper points out a 

Fig. 8. Capacitance performance of the asymmetric device: (a) Diagrammatical construction of the device. (b) CV profiles of Ti3C2TX @PANI-RGO and DRGO at 10 mV s−1. (c) CV 
profiles of the device with a series of voltage ranges at 50 mV s−1. (d) CV profiles. (e) GCD profiles. (f) Specific capacitances calculated from the GCD profiles. (g) Ragone plot of 
power density vs. energy density. (h) Cycling stability of this device over 10,000 cycles at 10 A g−1 (inset displays charge–discharge curves for the 1st and 10000th charge–-
discharge cycles).
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creative policy for the project and production of 3D MXene-based 
heterostructure hydrogels as positive electrodes and DRGO hydrogel 
as negative electrodes to assemble advanced ASCs device.
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